
NEO ADVANCE ROOFLIGHT

Neo Advance is our range of highly energy-efficient, 

contemporary rooflights for flat roofs. With our 

patented Thermal Barrier combined with the Lining 

to Glass aesthetic, you are guaranteed uninterrupted 

sky views through the rooflight.  Neo Advance is the 

perfect choice for any contemporary renovation or 

new building project. Neo Advance is available in a 

wide range of standard sizes or sized to fit through 

our Bespoke Design Service. 

Neo Advance enables our customers to transform 

properties with natural lighting from above that not only 

serves their practical needs but enhances the design and 

beauty of the building.

Employee owned and a certified B-Corp organisation, 

we are committed to improving the standards of our 

products for our people and the local community and 

to reducing our impact on the environment.

We are The Rooflight Co. The premium rooflight manu-

facturer for properties of architectural significance.
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The design of the Neo Advance Rooflight maximises the thermal 

performance of the insulated-glazing unit.  With our patented frame 

design and Thermal Barrier technology we’ve engineered a glazed flat 

rooflight that delivers performance values well in advance of current 

Building Regulation requirements.  This complementary flat roof 

collection to our popular Neo Rooflight has been born out of our 

obsession to detail and desire to push engineering boundaries.  Each 

Neo Advance Rooflight benefits from:

o Thermal Barrier technology – improving both thermal perfor-

mance and increasing end of life recyclability, the Thermal Barrier 

creates a thermal seperation between the aluminium rooflight frame 

and the interior environment.  By approaching thermal transmittance in 

this innovative, patented way, our Design Engineers balance both 

sides of the sustainabilbity issue (performance in use versus recycla-

bility at end of life). 

o Lining to Glass aesthetic – Neo Advance rooflights maximise your 

view of the sky above through our innovative Lining to Glass aesthetic.  

The frame of the rooflight integrates the internal reveal, so when 

viewed from beneath, it appears totally frameless.

o Low profile design – Flushness to the roof plane is a detail so 

often overlooked with flat roofs, at Rooflight Co we believe that all 

rooflights should appear as flush as possible.  With Neo Advance we 

further enhance this aesthetic detailing by introducing our signature 

double split line further reducing the perception of height.

We are passionate about Rooflights.  For us, it’s the small and 

often overlooked details that make Neo Advance the energy 

efficient choice for properties of architectural significance.
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